Articles

A. Fill in the blanks using the articles ‘a’, ‘an’ and ‘the’:
1. Please lend me ____ pen. I’ve to write ___ note in my diary.
2. I’ve eaten a lot of things since morning. I had ___ apple, followed by ___
chocolate and then I finished ____ cake from yesterday.
3. My mother bought ____ new dress for me. It is ___ expensive dress.
4. ___ honest person is someone who always tells ____ truth.
5. Raj, you must carry ___ umbrella. You will catch ___ cold if you get wet.
6. Did you recognize your aunty in the pictures? She is _____ tall lady with
___ round face.
7. Roger Federer is considered to be one of ____ best tennis players in the
world.
B.	Fill in the blanks with ‘the’ wherever necessary. Put a cross (x) wherever no
articles are necessary.
1. Are we going to Shimla by ____ train?
2. Ramesh will take ____ last flight back to Delhi.
3. Suresh’s restaurant will feature in ____ newspaper tomorrow.
4. I cannot speak ____ French despite staying in France for a year.
5. We saw a new house today. ____ house has five bedrooms.
6. I hope you’ve fed ____ fishes.
7. The Rodriguez family goes to the church on ______ Sunday.
8. Is ______ garden big enough to host a party?
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Answers
A.
1. Please lend me a pen. I’ve to write a note in my diary.
2. I’ve eaten a lot of things since morning. I had an apple, followed by a
chocolate and then I finished the cake from yesterday.
3. My mother bought a new dress for me. It is an expensive dress.
4. An honest person is someone who always tells the truth.
5. Raj, you must carry an umbrella. You will catch a cold if you get wet.
6. Did you recognize your aunty in the pictures? She is the tall lady with a
round face.
7. Roger Federer is considered to be one of the best tennis players in the
world.
B.	
1. Are we going to Shimla by x train?
2. Ramesh will take the last flight back to Delhi.
3. Suresh’s restaurant will feature in the newspaper tomorrow.
4. I cannot speak x French despite staying in France for a year.
5. We saw a new house today. The house has five bedrooms.
6. I hope you’ve fed the fishes.
7. The Rodriguez family goes to the church on x Sunday.
8. Is the garden big enough to host a party?
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